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Company size by employees

• 1,000 to 4,999: 43%

• 5,000 to 19,000: 24%

• 20,000 or more: 33%

Most common day-to-day job function

• Build/test software: 15%

• Manage a dev team: 42%

• Provide IT resources to dev teams: 18%

• Share responsibilities for both IT and 

dev: 19%

Title 

• C-level: 18%

• Vice president: 21%

• Director: 20%

• Manager 20%

• Full-time practitioner: 21%

Cloud responsibility

• Final decision maker: 32%

• Part of team making 

decisions: 39%

• Influencer: 29%
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Hybrid Cloud Demands Consistency

As firms have begun to realize that no single cloud serves all infrastructure needs, hybrid cloud adoption has accelerated. But to take 

advantage of all hybrid cloud has to offer, companies must leverage consistent platforms, services, and tools across their hybrid cloud 

“continuum” to build and deploy new apps, modernize existing apps, and drive up infrastructure efficiency. Business stakeholders, 

development teams, and IT teams will benefit from a hybrid cloud approach that offers consistent services, tools, security, and operations 

wherever they choose to build, modernize, or deploy applications. 

In March 2018, Pivotal and Microsoft commissioned Forrester consulting to evaluate the state of the hybrid cloud, concerns with using multiple 

cloud platforms, and the most important capabilities in a hybrid cloud platform that would enable firms to overcome their challenges.  
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Companies Already Use A Wide Range Of 

Cloud Platforms: Your Hybrid Future Is Here

Multiple cloud use is robust: 100% of firms in this study use multiple 

cloud infrastructure and/or cloud application platforms. Most cloud 

decision makers rely on public cloud infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), 

but around half use public cloud platform-as-a-service (PaaS) or on-

premises private cloud IaaS. As use of multiple types of cloud platforms 

expands, the need for consistency grows.

We also found that 77% of firms take a hybrid approach to software 

development, testing, deployment, and operations. One in five builds and 

deploys software on-premises; about three-quarters build, test, and 

deploy in both on-premises and in the public cloud; and just 4% build and 

deploy software only on public cloud. 
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77% of firms in this study have a hybrid 

approach to software development, 

testing, deployment, and operations. 

No single cloud infrastructure or 

application platform meets every need 

today or will tomorrow.
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Multicloud Use Drives Efficiency, Flexibility, 

And Speed

Respondents use multiple cloud platforms to maximize the overall 

benefits of cloud. By leveraging a mix of on- and off-premises platforms, 

and both IaaS and PaaS service models together, firms achieve:

• Better IT infrastructure efficiency. Using the right platform in the 

right place enables firms to reduce their on-premises data center 

footprint and drive up overall IT efficiency. This is the most important 

reason firms use multiple cloud platforms today.

• Greater flexibility to meet changing requirements. A hybrid 

approach meets the varying needs of developers, IT, and business 

users, each of whom might prefer a particular toolset, operating 

environment, or infrastructure configuration. 

• Faster software delivery cadence. Almost 40% value giving their 

development teams access to the latest tools and services to create 

and update software faster. This in turn means delivering new and 

updated products to market faster. 
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As The Range Of Application Use Cases 

Expands, Demand For Hybrid Cloud Grows

Companies already support a wide range of application use cases. 

Database workloads that power core business applications dominate, 

but extensions to packaged apps, client-server, transaction processing, 

and software-as-a-service (SaaS) extension apps are broadly used as 

well. The need to modernize such a rich mix of application types and 

architectures will further expand the use of multiple cloud platforms.

When we asked companies how their application mix will change over 

the next year, we found a growing interest in “cloud-native” (elastic, 

stateless, microservice-based) and internet of things (IoT) and edge 

computing apps. Development platforms, services, and tools targeted 

at these emerging use cases are often pioneered in cloud platforms, 

both IaaS and PaaS. 
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More than 40% of companies 

plan to build cloud-native 

microservice, IoT, and SaaS 

extension apps in cloud 

platforms by the end of 2019. 
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“Which of the following factors would stop your organization from 

upgrading or expanding purchasing of new workstations?” 

(Select one)

Firms Face Important Challenges As 

Multicloud Adoption Expands

Despite the flexibility and speed that using multiple cloud platforms 

offers, 93% of cloud decision makers experience challenges that 

result from different APIs at a programmatic level. The most 

important of these are:

• Enforcing access controls, security, and compliance.

• Learning multiple management tools for different platforms.

• Tracking usage and costs across cloud platforms.

• Ensuring a consistent developer experience.

• Migrating apps or data between cloud platforms.

• Finding cloud infrastructure management skills.

Security, complexity, inconsistency, 

usage monitoring, and migration are 

key challenges with using multiple 

cloud platforms.
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“How are the following enterprise computing workloads changing 

at your organization?”

Firms Want A Secure Hybrid Cloud 

Platform With Broad Service Offerings

With 93% experiencing challenges, firms need help managing, 

securing, and optimizing multiple cloud platforms at the same time. 

Up to 84% of cloud decision makers need migration assistance and 

strong access management and security services. They also need 

the choice to offer their development teams their preferred tools, 

access to new components like containers and functions, and access 

to the most advanced cloud services like database, IoT, edge, and 

mobile. 

Firms need help getting their 

apps and data into cloud 

platforms, strong security once 

they’re there, and a wide range 

of powerful cloud services and 

emerging technologies. 
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Up to 83% of cloud decision 

makers value compliance, 

consistency, and high 

availability across clouds. 
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Prioritize Hybrid Cloud Platforms With 

Strong Automation, Security, And Visibility

Security, consistent operations, and automation features are the 

platform features respondents are most likely to need from a hybrid 

cloud platform. To maximize the benefits of their hybrid clouds, cloud 

decision makers look for platforms that offer a consistent, cross-cloud 

approach to automating compliance enforcement, patches and 

upgrades, daily IT and platform operational tasks, and scaling up and 

down. Many respondents also cite the importance of health monitoring, 

automated remediation, log monitoring and metrics analysis, a strong 

case for unified visibility into the health, performance, and availability of 

hybrid cloud.
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Consistency Across Cloud Platforms Yields 

The Most Benefits 

Consistency is key, and cloud decision makers recognize its importance 

for their multicloud approaches: 99% of cloud decision makers in this 

study find benefits to using consistent, hybrid cloud platforms, services, 

and tools. Why is consistency so important? With a consistent, unified 

approach to deployment, operation, and use of combined IaaS and PaaS 

platforms, firms can: 1) meet the needs of a broader range of user 

demands with confidence, 2) build and deploy new products faster, 3) 

choose the right place to develop and test software without adding 

management complexity, 4) ease their regulatory burden, 5) maintain 

data sovereignty, and 6) respond faster to changing business 

requirements.
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Ninety-nine percent of cloud decision makers in this 

study believe there are benefits to using consistent, 

hybrid cloud platforms, services, and tools
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The key to harnessing the best 

of multiple cloud platforms is to 

seek consistency wherever 

possible.
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Project Director

Andia Tonner

Market Impact Consultant

Conclusion

The pace of business quickens every year. Cloud platform providers continue to innovate at breakneck 

speeds, and companies eagerly seek out new innovations for create differentiating software products —

both in the data center and in public cloud. The key to harnessing the best of multiple cloud platforms is to 

seek consistency wherever possible. Cloud decision makers in this study look for integrated PaaS and 

IaaS platforms with consistent identity and access controls, development experience and runtime 

environments, and migration services. They also value multicloud compliance enforcement, consistent IT 

operation and operations tools, and zero downtime. You don’t have to sacrifice breadth of services or 

capabilities to achieve consistent and efficient operations. 

METHODOLOGY

This Opportunity Snapshot was commissioned by Pivotal and Microsoft. To create this profile, Forrester 

leveraged its existing research on hybrid cloud platforms and multicloud strategies. Forrester Consulting 

supplemented this data with custom survey questions asked of US decision makers responsible for cloud 

strategy. The auxiliary custom survey began and was completed in May 2018. 
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